Discover How the Cloud Can Transform Healthcare

Elevate patient care and clinical productivity through innovation
Deliver exceptional experiences for patients and staff

From a small clinic to a large hospital, secure and reliable connections are critical. With employees demanding safe work environments and patients desiring smooth and seamless medical visits, cloud networking enables hospitals to monitor critical systems, protect health information, secure networked medical devices, and automate repetitive or mundane tasks.

Cloud networking can also help hospitals lower costs and ensure more satisfaction among patients and clinicians. In fact, healthcare cloud adoption is on the rise, and cloud spending in the industry is expected to reach $128.19 billion by 2028.
Modernize IT to transform the healthcare experience

The Cisco Meraki extensible cloud-managed platform empowers hospitals and medical facilities to simplify network operations, scale faster, and easily create and unify secure IT experiences.

With Meraki, healthcare organizations can:

- **Protect patient and employee safety**
- **Achieve healthcare IT cost efficiency**
- **Better manage hospital operations**
- **Gain ease of deployment across hospitals and facilities**
Protect patient and employee safety

Deliver real-time analytics on occupancy, guest traffic flow, and object detection to safeguard staff and patients. Secure and protect restricted areas that contain digital health records, critical medical equipment connections, pharmaceuticals, or other protected assets.

Gain ease of deployment across hospitals and facilities

Rather than sending your team out to hospital and medical office locations, reduce operational complexity through plug-and-play capabilities and bring networks online within minutes with full visibility from a single dashboard.

Achieve healthcare IT cost efficiency

Gain cost savings through remote visibility and transform legacy management systems into a fully integrated cloud platform. Quickly and efficiently identify, troubleshoot, and resolve issues, making it less expensive to operate and maintain your networks.

Better manage hospital operations with extensible IT

Enrich patient experiences in the hospital with up-to-date clinical information leveraging IoT-powered real-time monitoring and Wi-Fi capabilities.
Elevate patient, customer, employee, doctor, and staff experiences with a cloud-managed platform.
Enhance patient security with cloud-based IT

**PHYSICAL SECURITY**

- Prevent unauthorized persons from entering hospital facilities, mitigate workplace violence, and protect intellectual property
- Enable a coordinated security strategy so patients, staff, and visitors feel safe
- Reduce theft of hospital assets

**FEATURED PRODUCTS**

- **MT Sensor**
- **MV Smart Camera**
Improve workforce experiences with secure access

LEAN OPERATIONS

- Rapidly deploy and connect multiple healthcare sites in minutes
- Immediately scale healthcare branches with same-day connectivity
- Allow IT staff to monitor and troubleshoot with cloud-managed technology

FEATURED PRODUCTS

MT SENSOR  MV SMART CAMERA  MG CELLULAR GATEWAY  MR WIRELESS
Help boost sustainability efforts with the cloud

SUSTAINABLE, ADVANCED OPERATIONS

- Gain insights and visibility into energy consumption and costs
- Monitor temperature and humidity of critical medical equipment and medicines
- Optimize cleaning staff based on room utilization

FEATURED PRODUCTS

MERAKI DASHBOARD
MS SWITCH
MT SENSOR
Cloud-managed Meraki portfolio:

ACCESS POINTS (APs)
Supports high-density deployments with faster connections and seamless roaming.

SECURITY AND SD-WAN
Feature-rich network security stops malicious files and ensures bank data privacy.

SWITCHES
Centrally managed layer 3 Ethernet switches designed for performance and reliability.

ENDPOINT MANAGEMENT
Centrally manage iOS, Android, Mac, and Windows devices.

MERAKI INSIGHT
Works with Meraki MX to collect network/web traffic and visually identify and isolate web application problems.

SMART CAMERAS AND SENSORS
Scalable, easy-to-use physical security deployments with built-in storage and intelligence.

EXTEND IMPLEMENTATIONS WITH OUR ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS

splash access.  ARISTA  V-APP IoT Builder  BOUNDLESS DIGITAL  genea  V-APP Wi-Fi Health
Healthcare organizations worldwide are achieving greater clinical productivity with Meraki.

**Visionworks**

**Improving the Patient Experience**

“The Meraki MV is an impressive camera that lets you see every inch of the site. You can almost zoom in and read the labels on the glasses that are 25 feet away.”

**JASON WITTMER**
Director of Infrastructure and IT Operations, Visionworks

**Establishing Consistent Digital Experiences**

“In providing care for our clients, we need a solid and simple network infrastructure that is available to those who need it and flexible for actively testing new concepts that can take us further. The engagement with Cisco enables us to look at new ideas in a controlled environment.”

**Guido van Baal**
Information Manager, Infrastructure, ’s Heeren Loo

**HARBIN CLINIC**

**Containing Security Issues with Top-Tier Support**

“The Meraki tech support are rockstars. They are #1.”

**Ernest Staats**
Senior IT Security and Network Administrator, Harbin Clinic
Learn how Cisco Meraki cloud-managed networking puts patients and employees first.

CONTACT US TO BOOK A DEMO →